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Abstract—Privacy news influences end-user attitudes and behaviors
as well as product and policy development, and so is an important
data source for understanding privacy perceptions. We provide a large-
scale text mining of privacy news, focusing on patterns in sentiment
and keywords. This is a challenging task given the lack of a privacy
news repository and a ground truth for sentiment. Using high-precision
data sets from two popular news sources in the U. S. and U. K., the
New York Times and the Guardian, we find negative privacy news
is far more common than positive. In addition, in the NYT, privacy
news is more prominently reported than many world events involving
significant human suffering. Our analysis provides a rich snapshot of
this driver of privacy perceptions and demonstrates that news facilitates
the systematization of privacy knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION
News has been shown to impact user perceptions and behavior.

The sentiment of communication can influence behavior (e.g., “fear
appeals”, [30]), increase user concern (e.g., negative press about
the Facebook News Feed launch [26]), and influence perceptions
of public opinion [38], [23]. The volume and prominence of news
has also been found to be associated with attitudinal changes (e.g.,
[52]). The end-user impact is likely substantial in the specific case
of privacy news because news publications are a prevalent source
of privacy information. Major news publishers cover privacy-related
incidents and regulatory and legal events, review privacy-related
products and provide instructional guides for users seeking to protect
their privacy.

News also appears to influence policy and product development.
Regulators and legislators often cite news as justification for their
positions (e.g., [5], footnote 52) and negative press around products
is often followed by significant product changes (e.g., the end of the
Quora “Views” feature, [2]).

Given the influence of news on end-users, policy and technology
development, it is useful to study trends in privacy news. We provide
a large-scale text mining of privacy news using two influential news
sources, the New York Times (NYT)1 and the Guardian2. In addition
to the large volume of privacy news made available by these two
publications (Section IV), our choice is motivated by their well
documented influence on public attitudes and perception [6], [31],
[20], [13]. Motivated by the aforementioned evidence that sentiment
(i.e., the attitude or feeling of articles), content (e.g., keywords) and
presentation (e.g., page location) of news articles impact user attitudes
and behaviors, we focus on measuring these attributes.

This analysis presents three challenges that are specific to the
privacy context. First, the sentiment of an article may reflect both
objective factors (e.g., harms such as financial loss) as well as

1A U.S.-Based publication, www.nytimes.com
2A U.K.-based publication, https://www.theguardian.com/

subjective factors (i.e., the framing and presentation of the article).
This is not specific to the sentiment of privacy news, and for tasks
such as predicting movie review ratings from review content, it is
not important to distinguish these sources of sentiment. However,
we argue that the subjective aspects of sentiment are very important
to the privacy context as they relate to aspects of privacy harm that
have proven hard to quantify or even define (e.g., [11]). For example,
while many have expressed surprise when the aggregation of public
information leads to a privacy outcry (e.g., [26], [57]), the sentiment
around news and user feedback regarding such events indicates a
harm of some kind. We provide evidence of subjective sentiment by
calibrating privacy news sentiment against the sentiment of random
selections of news and non-privacy events and topics.

A second challenge is the absence of a verified ground-truth for
privacy news sentiment. While in many sentiment analysis tasks
a ground-truth source is available (e.g., movie ratings for reviews
[43], stock price changes for company news [32], and congressional
votes for political statements [58]) there is no natural ground-truth
for privacy news. Instead, we employ human review of sentiment
for a sample of articles, multiple independently-trained sentiment
classifiers3, and an analysis of the frequency of sentiment terms from
a well-known affect lexicon, to gain confidence in our sentiment
measurements.

Finally, a corpus of privacy news is itself challenging to assemble
as simply querying news for “privacy” results in many false positives
(e.g., “Family of man accused in SC church shooting asks for
privacy”, [7]). To verify a low false positive rate in our New
York Times and Guardian data sets, we employ two independent
coders to review a sample of articles for privacy relevance, finding
high precision in both. Given that news publications have a strong
incentive to broadly cover events, we expect the sets have high recall
as well.

Using a high-precision data set of 682 New York Times (NYT)
articles from 2010–2016 we find privacy news is predominantly
negative according to a majority aggregate of classifiers (Figure 1)
and significantly more negative than randomly selected news and
events involving significant human suffering like the Zika virus4

(Table IV). In addition, we find evidence that negative privacy articles
are more prominently reported in that they are more likely to be
front page news than both randomly selected negative articles and a
selection of events of global concern (Figure 7).

3All the classifiers we use are trained on separate sets of movie reviews;
more in Section III.

4The pun in the title refers to this finding; privacy news tends to not be
positive, or “good”.



We also measure the sentiment of 1, 000 Guardian articles and find
that while four independently-trained classifiers agree that negative
privacy news is more common than positive privacy news, two of
the classifiers find neutral privacy news to be most common. The
negativity is evident at the unigram level in that we find negative
sentiment words are more common in Guardian privacy news than
in randomly selected articles.

Taken together, these NYT and Guardian findings are evidence
of the subjective sentiment often call framing bias, meaning a
tendency toward negative story framing, and selection bias, meaning
negative privacy news is more prominently reported than a wide
array of other negative news. When combined with the previously
mentioned research on the impact negative and prominent news has
on human perceptions, this suggests news contributes strongly to
privacy concerns and the stature of privacy as an end user issue.

We also provide a broad analysis of tags and keywords associated
with privacy news and other categories. This analysis allows the
tracking of entities (e.g. companies) mentioned in coverage of privacy
events over the time period, as well as keywords that are indicative
of privacy. We find that these keywords also reflect most of the top
user concerns reported through large-scale surveys of user privacy
perceptions. Hence, our analysis shows that news facilitates the
systematization of knowledge of privacy perceptions and events.

We emphasize that our goal is not to determine whether the
measurements found, or potential user impact, are or are not merited.
Rather, the evidence that news sentiment, keyword patterns and
prominence influence user attitudes and behavior, motivates the task
of measuring and describing privacy news; the goal of this paper. In
summary, our major contributions are:

1) A descriptive analysis of sentiment, entities and keywords asso-
ciated with more than six years of privacy news reporting.

2) Evidence of framing and selection bias in privacy news that
shows privacy events are treated comparably to issues of global
concern by the New York Times and the Guardian.

3) Evidence that news facilitates the systematization of privacy
knowledge by identifying privacy concerns and events.

II. RELATED WORK

We mine the text of privacy news to understand sentiment and
discriminative keywords. Our work is closest to [40], which uses
articles from four U.S. news publishers to examine the frequency
of privacy-related articles about various types of technology in the
years 1985–2003. The data set in [40] is gathered by keyword search
(“privacy” and technology keywords such as “cookies” and “rfid”)
and precision of the set is not verified. Our analysis builds on [40]
in that we use a recent, high-precision data set and focus on trends
in sentiment, discriminative keywords and the prominence of privacy
articles, in addition to term frequencies.

The focus of our analysis is motivated by previous research on the
attitudinal and behavioral impact of news and privacy information.
For example, [26] finds that user privacy concerns increases in
reaction to negative media coverage of the Facebook news feed launch
and negative privacy/security-related messages, also known as “fear
appeals”, are found to increase privacy-related behavioral intent in
in the corporate context [30]. In addition, news in general has been
found to influence perceptions of public opinion [38], [23] and the
volume and prominence of news has also been found to be associated
with attitudinal changes (e.g., [52]). Reader interest in negative news
is found in [59]. These works all motivate our focus on sentiment,
prominence, and discriminative keywords, as their findings suggest
these attributes influence attitudes and behavior.

Our work is also motivated by efforts to gather and analyze
privacy incidents (e.g., [16], [47]) in that we show how semi-
automated analysis privacy news supports the characterization of
privacy incidents over time.

There are also general results in news research (i.e. not focused on
privacy) that are relevant to ours. In particular, news has been found
to be biased (e.g., [48]) and negative in many contexts, particularly
when on the front page [55]. We extend this work by showing a
negative trend in the case of privacy news.

Similar to ours, [19] develops a sentiment classifier and applies it
to a general sample of news, finding that both positive and negative
sentiment are more common than neutral. Our findings for privacy
news differ in that negative sentiment is more common that the
positive.

Finally, the natural language processing and machine learning tools
we employ have been applied in many other areas.For example, sen-
timent classification has also been applied to social media, including
Twitter (e.g., [39]) and Facebook (e.g., [41]). In addition, text mining
is increasingly applied to privacy. It has been used to help ensure
privacy policies are enforced correctly (e.g., [10]), to sanitize text
(e.g., [29], [56]), to identify patterns in app permission requests (e.g.,
[15]) and to understand content sensitivity [45].

III. BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

As mentioned earlier, our primary goal is a descriptive analysis
of privacy news. Motivated by evidence that attitudes and behaviors
are influenced both by sentiment (e.g., [30]) and the volume and
prominence of news (e.g. [52]), we focus on understanding the
sentiment, keyword patterns and placement of privacy news. We also
study keyword patterns to test our hypothesis that news analysis
supports ongoing efforts to automate the collection and analysis of
privacy incidents (e.g., [42], [16], [47]). Our approach makes use of
well-established text mining tools that we describe in the following.

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS. We classify sentiment by considering it as
a topic-based classification problem and using standard text classifi-
cation algorithms (e.g., as described in [33]). We rely most on the
Stanford Core NLP parser [53], [34] (widely considered the state
of the art in sentiment analysis), however, in many cases we also
use the well-established tools, the Python NLTK sentiment analysis
API5 and Matlab implementations of sentiment classifiers based on
Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for additional
measurements.

Our evaluation is based on a division of articles into three classes:
positive, neutral, and negative. We reviewed samples of all classifier
output and found high agreement between human-assessed sentiment
and classifier output (more on this in Section V).

The Stanford sentiment parser [53] relies on a manually labeled
‘treebank’ of approximately 12k English language sentences extracted
from movie reviews (of comparable length to news articles). Each
sentence is decomposed into its constituent parts of speech, and the
underlying keywords are labeled with a sentiment score. A recursive
neural network is trained on this corpus to map each input document
into a sentiment range of 0 to 4. We utilize the open source Java
implementation of CoreNLP, which provides a discrete sentiment
rating on the scale described above, and then we use thresholds to
separate articles into three classes: 0−−1 negative, 2 neutral, 3−−4
positive.

We also implement standard Naive Bayes and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) approaches to sentiment analysis in MATLAB. Our

5http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.sentiment.html



classifiers are trained on the Cornell polarity data set [44] which
consists of 2, 000 movie reviews (again, of comparable length to news
articles), each labeled on a scale of −4 to 4. Again, we manually
separate our data into three classes using the same scale as for
CoreNLP: −4 to −0.81 negative, −0.8 to 0.8 neutral, and 0.81 to 4
positive.

To determine the sentiment class of articles, we first preprocess the
data via stemming and the removal of stop words. We then extract
bigrams from each article, constructing a feature vector which is used
to calculate the standard posterior probability in the case of Naive
Bayes. The class confidence values in the case of SVM are calculated
as: dFV =

∑m
i=1 αiSVi · FV + b, where dFV is the distance of

feature vector FV to the separating hyperplane defined by the m
support vectors SV , {αi}i are the learned weights of the SVM, and
b is the bias (as in [33]).

SIGNIFICANCE TESTING AND EFFECT SIZE. Our data consistently
fail the standard one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test [35]
at the 0.05 level and so are unlikely to be normally distributed. Hence,
we use nonparametric significance testing, specifically, the two sam-
ple Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [35] to test whether two sample groups
belong to the same underlying probability distribution function. We
use the posterior probability of negative class membership as our
distribution, and make the probability space into ten discrete intervals
of equal length. This yields a normalized probability space within
which sample group pairs may be compared using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

With larger data sets, statistical significance is more likely and it is
important to consider the size of the effect in addition to significance.
The more well-established tools for measuring effect size (e.g.,
Cohen’s d) are best used with normally distributed data, so we
emphasize visual representations of our data to demonstrate practical
significance and employ a nonparametric effect size measure, Cliff’s
delta (e.g., [36]) when visualizations are difficult to provide.

BIAS MEASUREMENT. We term the trend toward negativity in news,
framing bias. To test whether framing bias exists in privacy news
we compare the sentiment of privacy news (using classification
techniques described in this section) and the sentiment of various
samples of non-privacy news, and we evaluate whether sentiment
words in an established affect lexicon6are more closely associated
with privacy news than other news categories.

To help calibrate the degree of framing bias, that is, the degree of
negativity of privacy news, we also measure selection bias, meaning,
the tendency to report negative privacy events more prominently than
other negative events. We measure prominence by a news article’s
page number and compare sentiment categories of privacy news with
those of randomly selected news and non-privacy news.

KEYWORD DETECTION. The problem of keyword detection in gen-
eral text mining contexts has been well studied. Approaches range
from simple histogram vectorization [50], to Pivoted-Normalized
document length [51] and query weighting schemes [8].

We make use of Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(tf-idf) [46], which measures how important a word is to a docu-
ment based on frequency of occurrence in the document relative to
frequency in the whole corpus. Keywords are detected by sorting all
terms in a privacy news corpus according to their tf-idf, and reporting
the top k of those alongside the top k from that of a random news
corpus.

6Available at: https://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html\
#lexicon

Classifiers can use utility measures like tf-idf to decide classes.
In our context, the tf-idf of article terms can be used to determine
whether an article is an example of privacy news. More generally,
given an unobserved dependent variable y, discriminative classifiers
model the dependence of y on an observed variable x. This is done
by modeling the posterior P (y|x) directly, or by learning a mapping
from x to y.

Information gain [24] is another utility measure. Each news article
can be represented as a vector in an m-space, in which every distinct
n-gram represents a dimension.

We define the utility of n-gram, xi, to be:

IG(T, xi) = H(T )−
m∑

i=1

|A ∈ T |xi ∈ A|
|T |

H({A ∈ T |xi ∈ A}) (1)

where T = {A} denotes the set of training example articles, H
the information entropy of T and there are m, n-grams.

In this paper, we use the random forest [9] algorithm, in con-
junction with both approaches to measuring term utility (tf-idf and
information gain) to learn n decision trees, each trained in a greedy
fashion on a randomly chosen subset of the data. Each split node of
a decision tree chooses the n-gram that maximises utility among a
randomly chosen subset of the n-gram set.

IV. DATA SETS

We use news articles gathered from The NYT Developers’ API [3]
and The Guardian API [22]. The NYT and the Guardian were chosen
primarily for their popularity in the US (the NYT) and the U.K. (the
Guardian), and the existence of APIs for both sources. The articles
fall into three distinct categories: privacy news, articles about events
of global concern that are not privacy-related (often referred to as the
“non-privacy” data set) and randomly selected sets of news articles.
We describe the NYT data sets in Section IV-A, the Guardian data
sets in Section IV-B and the precision of each privacy news set in
Section IV-C. The non-privacy set is gathered from the NYT and
described in Section V-B.

A. NYT Data Sets

We queried the NYT Developers’ API (Article Search API v2)
for the search word ‘privacy’ for dates from January 1, 2010 to
September 30, 2015. The API looks for a search word in the article
headline and body text and returns a short summary of each article
and the lead paragraph, we base our analysis on the summaries and
lead paragraphs.

Our initial API call returned 13,077 articles, we then applied
three filters to remove non-privacy articles: (1) we restrict the source
to “The New York Times”, removing sources such as Reuters and
Associated Press, (2) to avoid author bias, we restrict our data set
to articles whose “Type of material” is “News”, removing blogs,
editorials, and op-eds, etc., and (3) we restrict our set to the articles
that are tagged with the subject “privacy” (tags include subject,
organizations, persons and geographical locations).

These filters reduced our data set to 682 privacy articles. In our
analysis we compare against disjoint, randomly selected sets of NYT
news articles of 500 articles each, denoted Random1 and Random2
in the following.

We also used the API to gather articles on the following non-
privacy topics: racism, China’s economy, China’s One Child Policy,
a January 2016 snow storm in the eastern United States, the Syrian
refugee crisis and the Zika virus. We describe these data sets in more
detail in Section V-B.



B. Guardian Data Sets

The Guardian API provides access to a total of ≈ 22K articles
tagged ‘privacy’, dating back to April 1986. We extracted the URLs
of a random sample of 400 articles from 2010 to 2016 for which we
evaluated the precision as described in Section IV-C. In Sections V
and VI we analyze the sentiment and keywords of a set of 1, 000
privacy and 1, 000 randomly selected articles, using the complete
article text. The Guardian API categorizes articles in a more granular
manner and we could not find a category or set of categories
comparable to “news” in the NYT data set, hence we chose to not
filter articles into news/non-news classes based on article tags.

C. Data Set Accuracy

To gain confidence that the articles in the NYT and Guardian data
sets are privacy news articles, we manually reviewed samples from
each set. In particular, to estimate the precision we coded random
samples of 225 NYT articles and 200 Guardian articles. Each sample
was coded by two people; one person coded both sets. We employ
a simple coding scheme; articles are classified as to whether or not
they are news and whether or not they are about privacy, using the
following guidelines:
News articles: Articles that cover recent events in such a way that
they grow the public understanding of the events (i.e. reporting on
the events rather than just citing them).
Privacy Articles: Articles about privacy in the context of humans
and digital data, for which privacy is core to the piece and is likely
to draw readers to the story.

For both data sets, the coders first coded 100 randomly selected
articles independently. They then met to discuss disagreements and
refine their understanding of the guidelines, and then coded the
remaining articles (100 in the case of the Guardian and 125 for
the NYT). After the second round of coding, the coders again met
to discuss disagreements, resolving many of them. The final inter-
coder agreement, as measured by Cohen’s κ [61], is κ = 0.92 on
the 200 Guardian articles and 0.95 on the 225 NYT article sample.
The simple coding scheme likely contributed to the high inter-coder
agreement.

The two coders both measured news precision of 0.685, and pri-
vacy precision of 0.97 and 0.965, respectively, on the 200 Guardian
articles. They measured news precision of 0.9 and 0.898, respectively,
and privacy precision of 0.96 and 0.929, respectively, on the 225
NYT articles. The coder disagreements were almost equally split
between the news classification task (5 disagreements) and the privacy
classification task (7 disagreements).

The primary coder of the Guardian articles coded a subset of 400,
finding news precision of 0.6425 and privacy precision of 0.9625.

While we replicate the NYT article analysis with the Guardian
data set in most cases, the NYT data set is analyzed more thoroughly
overall both because of the expressive tagging supported by the NYT
API and because it is the data set with the highest precision in terms
of both privacy and news.

V. NEWS SENTIMENT

Table I summarizes our sentiment measurements for privacy news
and randomly selected articles. Across two publishers we find evi-
dence that privacy news is significantly more negative than randomly
selected news.

For the NYT data set in particular, the negative trend in privacy
versus random news is very pronounced; the proportion of negative
privacy news exceeds the proportion of negative randomly selected
news by almost 40% (Table I). We find almost uniform agreement

across our four independent classifiers for this data set, across two
disjoint random samples. It is a reasonable conclusion from these
data that on average an NYT privacy news article is expected to have
negative sentiment.

While the Guardian privacy dataset is predominantly neutral, the
percentage of negative sentiment privacy articles is still significantly
above the corresponding fraction of the randomly selected articles (at
least 7% according to any classifier).

In Table II we explore the conjecture that news articles are less
negative than other categories of articles. We find this is only the
case for the OpEd articles in NYT sample, which are significantly
more negative than privacy news.

HUMAN-REVIEW OF SENTIMENT. To gain confidence in the classi-
fier output, one of the authors reviewed samples of 100 NYT and
100 Guardian privacy samples, and classified each article as either
negative or not negative in sentiment. The samples were balanced
in terms of (classifier-determined) sentiment; in each set, 50 were
determined to have negative sentiment by a majority of classifiers
(as described in Section III) and 50 did not. The human reviewer did
not have the sentiment measurements when reviewing. The human
review largely agrees with the classifier measurements. In particular,
on the NYT sample, when compared with the human reviewer’s
classifications, our classifiers achieve an accuracy of 0.78, with
(precision, recall) pairs of (0.70, 0.775) on the negative articles
and (0.84, 0.78) on the other articles. Similarly, with respect to
the Guardian sample, the classifiers achieve an accuracy of 0.72,
with (precision, recall) pairs of (0.67, 0.73) on the negative articles
and (0.77, 0.72) on the other articles. This level of accuracy is
comparable to that achieved in other sentiment analysis tasks such as
predicting movie ratings [43] and stock market reaction to company
news [32].

Examples of articles determined to be negative or not negative by
the human reviewer and a majority of classifiers are in Table III.
For the negative articles, the table also includes words and phrases
that were inputs both to the classifier and human review and that the
human reviewer considered evidence of negative sentiment.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN CLASSIFIERS. We also measured agreement
between our classifiers to gauge the consistency of our results. We
treat each classifier as a rater in the spirit of Cohen [61], and calculate
pairwise Kappas between our classifiers. The median Kappa is 0.56,
which is considered “good agreement” [14]. The corresponding
Kappa between a majority aggregate of our classifiers and the human
coder described above is 0.58.

A. Sentiment by entity

The articles in the NYT privacy data set are tagged by the NYT
with organizations, people, and geographical locations. We filter
based on these tags, and describe the trends below.

Organizations. 173 of the 682 news articles in the NYT privacy
data set are tagged with one or more organizations. Overall, 142
unique organizations are tagged, of which 32 organizations appear
more than once, with Google having the most support, followed by
Facebook and the Federal Trade Commission. Figure 2 shows a line
plot of year-wise number of articles for some of the prominent orga-
nizations. Figure 3 shows a word cloud of support for organizations.

Of the 142 organizations, 37 appear in positive articles at least
once, with Google appearing most, followed by Facebook. 93 orga-
nizations appear in negative articles at least once, and 22 of these 93
organizations appear in negative articles more than once. Google is
the organization most frequently tagged in negative news articles. It



Fig. 1: Sentiment distribution of the New York Times privacy news dataset (682 articles) in comparison to 682 randomly selected New York
Times news articles. Measured sentiment increases in positivity as scores increase. Random news articles are almost uniformly distributed
across the range of sentiment scores, but privacy news articles are heavily biased towards the negative end of the spectrum.

TABLE I: A quantitative comparison of privacy vs randomly selected news on our NYT and Guardian data sets. The percentage of negative
articles is often higher for privacy news samples than for random ones and is greater than the percentage of positive privacy news according
to all classifiers and for both news sources.

Publication Data Sample Classifier Negative Neutral Positive Data Set Size

NYT

NYT Privacy

Stanford 470 (68.91%) 122 (17.89%) 90 (13.20%)
682NLTK 446 (65.39%) 152 (22.28%) 84 (12.31%)

Naive Bayes 386 (56.60%) 144 (21.10%) 152 (22.30%)
SVM 381 (55.86%) 140 (20.51%) 161 (23.60%)

NYT Random1

Stanford 167 (33.40%) 215 (43.00%) 118 (23.60%)
500NLTK 163 (32.6%) 201 (40.20%) 136 (27.20%)

Naive Bayes 156 (22.90%) 399 (58.50%) 127 (18.60%)
SVM 167 (24.49%) 393 (57.60%) 122 (17.88%)

NYT Random2

Stanford 205 (41.00%) 190 (38.00%) 105 (21.00%)
500NLTK 186 (37.20%) 195 (39.00%) 119 (23.80%)

Naive Bayes 225 (45.00%) 199 (39.80%) 76 (15.20%)
SVM 201 (50.24%) 200 (50.00%) 99 (24.76%)

Guardian

Guardian Privacy

Stanford 331 (33.00%) 642 (64.20%) 27 (2.70%)

1,000NLTK 347 (34.70%) 611 (61.00%) 42 (4.20%)
Naive Bayes 297 (29.70%) 633 (63.30%) 70 (7.00%)
SVM 321 (32.10%) 563 (56.30%) 116 (11.60%)

Guardian Random

Stanford 275 (27.50%) 673 (67.30%) 52 (5.20%)

1,000NLTK 232 (23.20%) 684 (68.40%) 84 (8.40%)
Naive Bayes 226 (22.60%) 576 (57.60%) 198 (19.80%)
SVM 267 (26.70%) 563 (56.30%) 170 (17.00%)

TABLE II: A comparison of sentiment (as measured by a majority
aggregate of our analyzers) between the NYT privacy articles that
are tagged by the NYT as News, OpEd, Blogs and Editorials. In
the privacy blog and editorials data set, we measure less negative
sentiment than in the privacy news set.

Type Negative % Neutral % Positive % # Articles

OpEd 80.88 11.76 7.35 68
News 68.91 17.89 13.20 682
Blog 50.12 35.91 13.96 401
Editorials 45.31 48.44 6.25 64

is followed by the National Security Agency (NSA) and Facebook.
Figure 3 shows a word cloud of support for organizations.

People. 76 articles of 682 news articles in the NYT privacy data

set are tagged with one or more individuals. Overall, 101 unique
people are tagged, with 9 appearing more than once. 67 people of
the 101 appear in negative articles at least once, and 3 appear in more
than one negative article. “Snowden Edward J” is the most common
person tag and is associated with the largest number of negative news
articles.

Geographical Locations. 215 articles of 682 news articles in
the NYT privacy data set are tagged with geographical locations.
Overall, 95 unique locations are tagged, of which 35 locations appear
more than once. 83 of the 95 locations appear in negative articles at
least once, and 33 locations appear in negative articles more than
once. “Europe” is the most common location both overall and in the
negative news articles, followed by the United States and Germany.



TABLE III: Examples for which the sentiment classifiers and human reviewer agreed. Article excerpts are taken from the text available to
both the classifiers and the reviewer.

Title Classification Negative Words or Phrases Source and Date

F.B.I. Violated Rules in Obtaining Phone Records,
Report Says

Negative “...The FBI improperly obtained...” NYT, 1/20/2010 [49]

Critics Say Google Invades Privacy With New
Service

Negative “...firestorm of criticism” NYT, 2/12/2010 [25]

Samsung’s voice-recording smart TVs breach pri-
vacy law, campaigners claim

Negative “complaint”, “unfair”, “deceptive” Guardian, 2/27/2015 [18]

Facebook’s privacy policy breaches European
law, report finds

Negative “violation” Guardian, 2/23/2015 [17]

A Call for a Federal Office to Guide Online
Privacy

Not Negative NA NYT, 12/16/2010 [60]

Another Try by Google to Take On Facebook Not Negative NA NYT, 6/28/2011 [37]
David Bowie’s family thank fans for tributes and
renewrequest for privacy

Not Negative NA Guardian, 2/14/2016 [12]

Public to get online access to US workplaces’
injury and illness records

Not Negative NA Guardian, 5/11/2016 [21]
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Fig. 2: Year-wise number of articles for the most commonly men-
tioned organizations in the NYT data set. *Only until September
2015.

B. Sentiment by Topic

We used the NYT developers’ API, and a manually generated set
of search terms7 to recover articles for particular news topics. These
events were chosen because they involve significant human suffering
and hence are widely regarded as highly negative in nature, have
strong support in our news sources and are not particularly related
to privacy. Additionally, publishing in these topics has been shown
to impact public opinion and behavior as a result of their sentiment
[23]. Many of these events made “year-in-review” lists from other
publishers (e.g., [4]). Since none of these topics is privacy-focused,
we refer to the group as a whole as being the “non-privacy” data set
in the following.

Some of these topics evolve over several years and article sentiment
may change over that time (e.g., China’s One Child Policy, which,
when it ended, resulted in articles with less negative sentiment). To
gauge the initial sentiment around the topics, we limit sentiment
analysis to approximately the first month of the topic. The exception
to this is the topic ‘racism’ which does not have a clear ‘first month’
(much like the topic, ‘privacy’) and so we considered all articles from
1/1/2010–12/15/2015.

We summarize findings by topic below. As shown in Table IV
privacy news is more negative than most other categories (as

7While we did not thoroughly evaluate topic recall, we used a few round
of keyword iteration to gain confidence in coverage.

computed by a majority aggregate of classifiers), with differences
that are significant and have medium/large effect sizes between the
privacy sample and random samples. The two topics that are more
negative than privacy, racism and the Syrian refugee crisis, have
negligible and small effect sizes.

China’s Economy. China’s economy recently witnessed a consider-
able downturn. We queried the NYT with the search term “China”
and “economy” for the dates January 1, 2016 to February 8, 2016,
and identified 716 articles. 65.22% of these articles are negative in
sentiment.
China’s One-Child Policy. The NYT developers’ API returned 40
articles for the search term “one child policy” for the dates January 1
to February 1, 1978. 65% of these articles are negative in sentiment.
This collection includes articles about the end of the policy; such
articles are expected to be more positive in sentiment.
Paris Terrorist Attacks. On November 13, 2015, coordinated attacks
were carried out in Paris by militants 8. We queried the NYT for the
terms “Paris” and “attack” for the period November 13 to December
13, 2015 and identified 929 articles. 66.23% articles of these articles
are negative in sentiment.
Racism. Racism is a continuing issue of global concern. The NYT
developer’s API returned 3, 266 articles for this search term during
the dates January 1, 2010 to December 15, 2015. 73.67% of these
articles are negative in sentiment.
2016 East Coast Snowstorms. The eastern United States was hit
by a category-5 snow storm 9 in January 2016. An NYT search
for the query “snow storm” returned 232 articles for the dates from
January 1, 2016 to February 8, 2016, of which 53.45% are negative
in sentiment.
Syrian Refugee Crisis. At the time of writing, a civil war that began
in 2011 is driving many Syrian residents to flee the country and seek
refuge elsewhere. We searched the NYT for “syria refugee” during
the period June 1 to July 1, 2011, and identified 17 articles. 70.5%
of these articles are negative in sentiment.
Zika Virus. We searched the NYT for articles on Zika virus for
dates January 1, 2016 to February 8, 2016, and identified 409 articles.
60.64% of these articles are negative in sentiment.

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/November 2015 Paris attacks
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/January 2016 United States blizzard



TABLE IV: A comparison between the sentiment of privacy news and of articles related to racism, China’s economy and One Child Policy,
a recent snow storm in the USA, the 2015 Paris terrorist attacks, the Syrian refugee crisis, the Zika Virus, and two random sets. All data
sets are from the NYT and sentiment is measured with Stanford’s Core NLP parser.

Data Set Negative % Neutral % Positive % Number of Articles p value Cliff’s delta

Racism 73.67 11.26 15.07 3,266 < 0.05 small
Syrian Refugee Crisis 70.50 17.64 11.76 17 < 0.05 negligible
Privacy 68.91 17.89 13.20 682
China’s economy 65.22 22.21 11.59 716 < 0.05 negligible
Paris Attacks 66.23 24.14 9.63 929 < 0.05 negligible
China’s one-child policy 65.00 15.00 20.00 40 < 0.01 small
Zika Virus 60.64 29.83 9.53 409 < 0.01 small
2016 US Snow Storm 53.45 34.05 11.64 232 < 0.01 small
Random1 33.40 43.00 23.60 500 < 0.01 large
Random2 38.00 41.00 21.00 500 < 0.01 large

C. Framing and Selection Bias

Table IV shows the percentage of New York Times privacy news
that is negative exceeds both the percentage of negative randomly
selected news and the percentage of negative news covering events
involving significant human suffering. The difference holds across
multiple classifiers and two data sets, and so is evidence of framing
bias in privacy news.

We also consider the placement of privacy news within a pub-
lication as an aspect of selection bias. Figure 4 shows the plot of
page number and percentage of positive, negative, and neutral articles
in the NYT privacy data set. We observe that the majority of the
privacy articles are published on page 1 of the NYT. This is the
case for all sentiment classes of privacy news, with the largest class
being negative. While coverage of the events of global concern listed
in Section V-B and represented in Figure 6 also tends to be front
page news, the cumulative distribution function in Figure 7 shows
the tendency is much less pronounced. In particular, about 60% of
the negative class of privacy news appears on the first three pages,
whereas only 34% of the negative class of non-privacy, and 22% of
the negative class of random news appears on the first three pages of
NYT.

Figure 5 shows page number and percentage of positive, negative,
and neutral articles in the three NYT random data sets combined.
Figure 6 shows the plot of page number and count of positive,
negative, and neutral articles in the seven NYT non-privacy data sets
introduced in Section V-B. We observe that the percentage of negative
articles published on page 1 is higher than the percentage of positive
articles.

As an additional measure of framing bias, we use an exhaustive
list of broadly accepted negative sentiment words10, and measure
the relative frequency of their occurrence in privacy versus random
news articles. We use our Guardian data sets; the full text of 1, 000
privacy news and 1, 000 random news articles. While the cumulative
occurrence frequency of these negative words in privacy news articles
sum to ≈ 91K occurrences, the corresponding number for random
news is substantially smaller at ≈ 83K. Cliff’s Delta test yields a
medium effect size for these distributions.

VI. NEWS KEYWORDS

We present a keyword analysis that characterizes the technologies,
organizations and issues in the events and incidents covered in news.
The keywords we identify are discriminative in that they are closely

10[27], https://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html\
#lexicon

associated with privacy news and/or a specific category of privacy
news. To demonstrate how this analysis supports the systematization
of privacy we provide applications to taxonomy development and
user perception measurement.

To identify discriminative keywords in the privacy NYT data set,
we created three train/test splits of our data by randomly sampling
50% of examples each for our training and evaluation set. Then, we
trained random forests using (i) tf-idf utility and (ii) information gain,
and measured their accuracy on each test split using 1, 2, 3, and 4
gram based vector spaces.11

While we omit the details due to space constraints, information
gain consistently outperforms tf-idf in the simple binary classification
context and achieves an accuracy of 0.9312 in classifying privacy
news articles, hence we rely on the former measure.

TABLE V: The top (k = 20) unigram and bigram keywords in the
NYT privacy set.

Unigram privacy; Facebook; rights; Snowden; rights
Keywords activist; surveillance; collection; security;

release; social; identification; camera;
regulator; cookies; Google; track;
history; NSA; China; Court; violation

Bigram privacy breach; Facebook privacy; privacy
Keywords policy; rights activist; surveillance camera;

browsing history; edward snowden; social
security; data collect; location history;
street view; identity theft; privacy violation;
homeland security; security administration
civil liberties; Supreme court; license
plate; HTML 5; secure email

Following the process of Section III, we extract the top k = 20
keywords from our classifier for the vector cases of n = 1 and n = 2
and list them in Table V.

Many discriminative keywords returned by our system are un-
surprising, for example, the word ‘privacy’ has a high utility in
discriminating privacy articles from non privacy ones. Other key-
words reflect import events in privacy news. For example, the term
HTML 5 (information gain rank 19) likely surfaces because a
Facebook security bug allowed third party app companies such as
Farmville creator Zynga to access private user information and then
re-distribute it to advertisers and tracking companies [1]. Up to 218
million Zynga users were affected by the bug.

11Preprocessing steps such as stemming and stop word removal are carried
out as described in Section III.



Fig. 3: Support for organizations in the complete collection of NYT
privacy articles (top), the NYT privacy articles classified as having
positive sentiment using the Stanford classifier (middle) and the NYT
privacy articles with negative sentiment according to the Stanford
classifier (below).
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Fig. 4: Sentiment and print page of NYT privacy related articles as
measured by a majority aggregate of our analyzers. 38 articles of the
682 privacy related articles in NYT are web-only articles or do not
have associated page numbers.

Based on initial experiments with Google News Search, there
appears to be a rough correlation between the information gain metric
and news volume. (Table VI). For instance, the term ‘Facebook
privacy’ ranked second in terms of information gain in our classifier,
and accounted for 62.88% of last year’s privacy news, whereas
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Fig. 5: Sentiment and print page of random NYT news articles as
measured by a majority aggregate of our analyzers. A total of 551 of
the 1,495 articles are web-only articles or do not have an associated
page number.
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Fig. 6: Sentiment and print page of NYT non-privacy news articles
including coverage of a 2016 US snow storm, Apartheid, China’s
economy, China’s one child policy, Paris attacks, Syria refugee crisis,
and the Zika virus. Sentiment is measured by a majority aggregate
of our analyzers. A total of 4,995 of the 10,438 articles are web-only
or do not have an associated page number.
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Fig. 7: Cumulative distributions of the New York Times page numbers
of the negative classes of privacy news, the non-privacy news (defined
in Section V-B) and randomly selected news articles. The negative
privacy news is almost twice as likely to appear on the front page
as negative non-privacy news, and almost four times as likely as
randomly selected news.

‘surveillance’ ranked fifth (1.28%) and ‘civil liberties’ ranked 16th
(0.04%).

A. Comparison with Other Sources

Because our keyword analysis is based on aggregate data over the
years 2010–2015, we compare with sources aggregated over the same
time period. In particular, we compare with broad surveys in the U. S.
and U. K. as well as a manually gathered list of important privacy
events [16].

Our goal in making this comparison is to demonstrate there are
compatible themes in our data set and the other sources, as opposed



TABLE VI: Information gain rank versus percentage of privacy news
articles returned by Google news search for the period 2012-2016.
The proportionality pattern demonstrates the impact of our estimated
keywords.

Keywords Information Gain News articles
rank 2012-2016

Facebook privacy 2 62.88%
Surveillance 5 1.28%
Civil Liberties 16 0.04%

to measurable agreement. We do not aim for measurable agreement
both because the data are different in form and driving goals, and
because, in the case of the surveys, the questions asked of participants
vary over the years and by source. That said, because the themes are
compatible, we argue that privacy news is a complementary data
source for gauging user privacy perceptions.

PRIVACY SURVEYS. Pew Research has reported the results of broad
privacy surveys and focus groups in each of 2016, 2015 and 201412

Prior to 2014, reported privacy surveys were focused on specific
populations and/or specific aspects of privacy, so we do not include
them in our comparison. In addition, the European Commision
published “Eurobarometer” reports on privacy in 2015 and 201113.

Several issues appear in a majority of the reports, in particular,
privacy concerns regarding: (1) social media (Pew 2015, 2014,
Eurobarometer 2015, 2011), (2) mobile phone providers (Pew 2015,
2014, Eurobarometer 2015, 2011), (3) search engines (Pew 2015,
Eurobarometer 2015, 2011), (4) targeted advertising (Pew 2016,
2015, 2014, Eurobarometer 2015, 2011), (5) personal information
collection (Pew 2016, 2015, 2014, Eurobarometer 2015, 2011),
(6) government (Pew 2016, 2015, 2014, Eurobarometer 2015) and
(7) surveillance/monitoring (Pew 2016, 2015, 2014, Eurobarometer
2015). Many of the keywords in Tables V and ?? appear closely
related to these issues. For example, for social media: Facebook pri-
vacy, Buzz, VidMe, Farmville, social, social network; mobile phone
providers: AT&T, Blackberry; search engines: Google, Microsoft;
targeted advertising: ads, track, cookies; personal information col-
lection: collection, browsing history, street view, data collect; govern-
ment: trade commission, TSA, FBI, homeland security, government;
and surveillance/monitoring: scanners, cameras, x-ray, surveillance.

MANUALLY-CURATED PRIVACY INCIDENTS. In [16], Garfinkel and
Theofanos summarize and analyze 42 privacy incidents grouped
by Solove category [54]: information collection (10), information
processing (10), information dissemination (17), and intrusion14 (5).
Many of the keywords in Tables V and ?? appear to directly represent
incidents in [16], for example, “Buzz” and “Street View”, and
others represent the issues raised by the incidents such as tracking,
ads, location history and/or the technology involved, for example,
cameras, cookies, apps and facial recognition.

12All reports are available at: http://www.pewresearch.org/topics/
privacy-and-safety/. Reports reviewed: “Privacy and Information Sharing”
(2016), “Americans’ Attitudes About Privacy, Security and Surveillance”
(2015), “Public Perceptions of Privacy and Security in the Post-Snowden
Era” (2014)

13All Eurobarometer reports are available at http://ec.europa.eu/
COMMFrontOffice/PublicOpinion/. Reports reviewed: “Data Protection”
(2015), “Attitudes on Data Protection and Electronic Identity in the European
Union” (2011)

14Solove’s “invasion” category is renamed intrusion in [16]

VII. LIMITATIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

Our analysis of trends in sentiment and entities requires a data set
of unique articles. To ensure this, we filtered our data sets somewhat
conservatively. For example, we filtered the original NYT set of
13, 077 privacy articles (i.e. those tagged with “privacy”) available
through the NYT API, to those for which NYT is the publication
source. This ensures reprints of articles by other publishing sources
are removed, but reduces the data set considerably. It is possible that a
more sophisticated filter would have resulted in a larger set of unique
articles.

It is widely believed that the news in general, and many news
publishers in particular, are biased in their reporting. For example, the
NYT has admitted to a liberal bias [28]. Given the large readership
that both the NYT and the Guardian enjoy, the analysis is useful
whether or not the sources are biased. That said, it would certainly
be valuable to expand the analysis to more publications to see if the
trends continue in other news publications. It would be particularly
useful to analyze non-English-language newspapers to see if cultural
variation in privacy attitudes found through user studies (e.g. [62])
persist in the media.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have found patterns of negative sentiment and prominent
coverage of privacy news in comparison to several other categories of
news included events of global concern, in the New York Times, and
similar sentiment results in the Guardian. Given previous research
finding that negative privacy accounts impact user attitudes and
perceptions of the importance of privacy (e.g., [30], [38]), and the
prevalence of news as a privacy information source, our analysis
suggests privacy news is an important factor influencing user privacy
concerns and perceptions.

In addition, our descriptive analysis demonstrates that the auto-
mated analysis of news can inform efforts to efficiently gather and
analyze trends in privacy incidents (e.g., [16], [47], [42]).

While our analysis is limited to two publications, the New York
Times and the Guardian, we emphasize that both publications are
quite influential and have large subscriber bases, making them im-
portant to understand as information sources. In addition, through
human-review, we have confidence in the precision of our data
sources.
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